The recent surge in enthusiasm for simultaneously inferring relationships from extinct and 9 extant species has reinvigorated interest in statistical approaches for modelling morphological 10 evolution. Current statistical methods use the Mk model to describe substitutions between 11 discrete character states. Although representing a significant step forward, the Mk model presents 12 challenges in biological interpretation, and its adequacy in modelling morphological evolution 13 has not been well explored. Another major hurdle in morphological phylogenetics concerns the 14 process of character coding of discrete characters. The often subjective nature of discrete 15 character coding can generate discordant results that are rooted in individual researchers' 16 subjective interpretations. Employing continuous measurements to infer phylogenies may 17 alleviate some of these issues. Although not widely used in the inference of topology, models 18 describing the evolution of continuous characters have been well examined, and their statistical 19 behaviour is well understood. Also, continuous measurements avoid the substantial ambiguity 20 often associated with the assignment of discrete characters to states. I present a set of simulations 21 to determine whether use of continuous characters is a feasible alternative or supplement to 22 discrete characters for inferring phylogeny. I compare relative reconstruction accuracy by 23 inferring phylogenies from simulated continuous and discrete characters. These tests demonstrate 24 significant promise for continuous traits by demonstrating their higher overall accuracy as 25 compared to reconstruction from discrete characters under Mk when simulated under unbounded 26 Brownian motion, and equal performance when simulated under an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model.
again using Phytools. This is a Markovian process in continuous time where the variance of the process can increase infinitely through time. This differs from the BM σ 2 parameter, which gives 152 the variance in the amount of character displacement at each draw, effectively describing the 153 magnitude of the random BM walk or a rate of character displacement. To assess performance 154 across several biological scenarios, traits were simulated at σ 2 parameterizations of 0.05, 0.5, 1.0, 155 1.5, and 3. Since the process under which traits were simulated is unbounded, phylogenetic signal 156 is expected to remain consistent across rates (Revell et al. 2008 ), but different rates were chosen half-life is defined by:
and for binary discrete characters as:
With q01 and q10 corresponding to the respective transition rates between binary character states.
continuous characters using RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016) . Trait likelihoods were computed after 193 Felsenstein (1973, 1985) . MCMC simulations were run for 150,000-1,000,000 generations and 194 checked manually for convergence using Tracer v1.6 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/). 
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RESULTS
225
Unconstrained and Independently Evolving Continuous Traits
226
Topological reconstruction error is lower overall for trees estimated from continuous 227 characters than from binary discrete ( Fig. 2a , Supp. Fig, 1a ). For discrete characters, symmetric 228 distance increases significantly at high evolutionary rates, likely due to saturation and loss of 229 phylogenetic signal. Distance also increases in discrete characters when rate is very slow, due to 230 lack of time for phylogenetic signal to develop. This pattern is similar to that recovered by (Fig. 2b, Supp. Fig. 1b ). Even at this rate, continuous reconstruction performs more 237 12 consistently than discrete, with error more tightly distributed around a slightly lower mean. A likely explanation is that discrete characters retain less information that continuous characters.
239
The small state space of the binary character model likely causes phylogenetic signal to become 240 saturated more quickly at fast rates, and develop too slowly at slow rates than multi-state 241 characters. BM and Mk appear to perform fairly similarly in reconstructing branch lengths ( Fig.   242 2; Supp. Fig. 1) . The pattern across rates and matrix sizes are very similar between BLD and 243 symmetric distances, with the fastest rates producing the most error. This likely results from 244 increased saturation at fast rates, causing underestimation of hidden character changes.
245
Matrix size has a major impact on tree reconstruction accuracy. Estimations from both 246 discrete and continuous traits improve substantially at each increasing matrix size (Fig. 2) .
247
Estimates from 20-character matrices possess fairly high error in both data types, with 248 approximately 1 in 5 bipartitions being incorrectly estimated from continuous characters, and 2 in 249 5 incorrectly being incorrectly estimated from discrete data. Increasing matrix size to 100 traits 250 improves accuracy significantly, with both data types estimating approximately 1 in 10 251 bipartitions incorrectly. Although at several rates, mean symmetric distance compared between 252 data types is close, continuous characters tend to be less widely distributed, and thus appear to 253 reconstruct trees with more consistent accuracy. When matrix size is increased to 500 characters, 254 both continuous and discrete characters are able to recover phylogeny with very high accuracy, 
